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41. INTRODUCTION 
LET X be a finite simply connected CW complex. Then H,(X; Q) is finite dimensional and 
we define nx s dim X by 
“x = sup{ilH,(X; Q) # O}. 
On the other hand, each homotopy group of X is the product of a finite abelian group and 
finitely many copies of H. We say an interval [k. I] is a torsion gap for X if zt(X) and n,(X) 
both contain copies of H, but n,(X) is finite for k < i < 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM A. Let X he aj’inite simply connected C W complex. Then any torsion gap [k, 1 J 
ji)r X satisfies 
I-k<n,. 
Theorem A was originally conjectured by Y. Felix. Partial results are given in [93 where 
also a stronger version is proved in the special case that H,(X; Q) = 0. 
When X is a finite wedge of n-spheres then all the torsion gaps of X are of the form [k. 
k + n - I J; indeed the rational homotopy of X occurs precisely in the degrees n + q(n - 1). 
q 2 0. 
CONJECTURE. lf a finite simply connected C W complex X has at leasr one torsion gap of 
rhefirm [k, k + nx - 1 J [hen X has the rarional homolopy type of a wedge of nx-spheres. 
We recall now [4] that finite simply connected CW complexes X are divided into two 
classes: they are rationally elliptic if n,(X) 8 8 is finite dimensional and rationally hyper- 
bolic if n,(X) @ Q is infinite dimensional. Moreover we have the 
THEOREM B [S; Corollary I.31 If X is a finite simply connected C W complex X and 
n,(X) @ 63 is finite dimensional then: 
(i) n,(X) is finite, i 2 2n,, 
and 
(ii) Tdim(n,(X) 18 Q) 5 2n,. 
By contrast, combining [3; Theorem IV] with Theorem A we have 
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THEOREM C. I/ X is a finite simply connected CL+’ complex and n,(X) @ Q is infinite 
dimensional then: 
(i) For each i 2 2 there is some k E [i, i + nx - 23 such that n,(X) contains Z, 
and 
(ii) 1 dim(x,(X) $0 Q) grows exponentially in i. 
tji 
Conjecture. IfX is a finite simply connected C W complex, and ifX is rationafly hyperbolic 
then the integers 
k+nx-l 
Pk = C dim ni(X) @ Q 
i=k 
grow exponentially in k. 
Next, comparing Theorem B(i) with Theorem C(i) we see 
THEOREM D. A finite simply connected C W complex X is rationally elliptic ij and only $ 
q(X) is finite/or 2n, 5 i I; 3n, - 2. 
Remark. Because [I I] H.(QX; Q) is the universal enveloping algebra on n.(QX) @I Q, 
the integers dim(n,(X) @ Q). k 5 i can be computed from the integers dim H,(RX; Q) k 5 i, 
and conversely. Thus the calculation ofdim H,(RX; Q). I < k 5 3nx - 2 sufices to deter- 
mine whrthcr X is rationally elliptic or hyperbolic. 
The proof of Theorem A is via Sullivan’s minimal models. for which [l3]. [23 or [8] are 
standard references. A good summary given in [3; $I]. In particular, if V = ( I”], E I is 
a graded vector space over a field k then 
A c’ = exterior algebra ( Vodd) @I symmetric algebra (V”“‘“) 
denotes the free commutative graded algebra on K if {u,} is a basis of V we write 
Al’= A&}. A S u Ivan model is a commutative differential graded algebra (CDGA) of the II. 
form (A V, d) in which d raises degrees by one and V has a well ordered basis {II,} such that 
each do, E A{ugjb<.. Here we shall be interested in models satisfying the following addi- 
tional conditions: 
v= {V’}k1. 
Each V’ is finite dimensional. 
Im d c (AV)’ .(AV)+. 
(1.1) 
Notice that since d raises degrees by one (1.1) implies that d: V’ --, A( V S’). If If (A V, d) has 
finite dimension then the maximum integer n for which H”(A V) Z 0 is called its formal 
dimension. 
NOW, with any simply connected space X such that each H,(X; Q) is finite dimensional 
Sullivan associates a unique model (A V, d) satisfying (1. I) - cf. [ 133, [2]. [8] - and it has 
the following properties: 
H(AV,d) 2 H+(X; Q); V’ = 0 and V z Hom,(rr,(X); Q). 
Thus Theorem A is a corollary of 
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THEOREM E. Suppose that (At’, d) is a S&can model satisfying (1.1). orer a field k of 
characteristic :ero. Assume thut for some integers 1 5 k < I: 
C” = 0, k < i < 1 and Hj(,Zl’, d) = 0.j > 1 - k. 
Then b”=O.i>k. 
The rest of this paper consists of the proof of Theorem E; this is outlined in $2 with 
details following. 
In particular hQ.5 contain criteria of independent interest for Sullivan models to have 
finite dimensional homology. 
One final remark: it is clearly sufficient to prove Theorem E when k is algebraically 
closed. and we shall need to assume this at one point in the proof. But as this, and the 
hypothesis char DC = 0. play no role in most of the arguments, NV shall work over a general 
field 06. of arhitrar,v characteristic imposing restrictions only as necessary. 
We adopt the convention Ix) = deg .r for an element x in a graded object. 
52. OlITI.INE OF TllE PROOF OF TIIEOREM E 
We consider a Sullivan model (AL’, d). satisfying (I. I) and such that for some integers 
I<k<l. 
b*‘=O. k<i<l (2. I) 
ild 
II’(Al’, d) = 0, j > 1 - k. (2.2) 
We have to show that if char 06 = 0 then C” = 0. i 2 1. 
Denote Cesk by U and 2”’ by tt’, SO that AC’ = AU @ Att’and (AU. cl) is a submodel. 
We fix ii basis 14,. . , ., 14, of U such that du, E A(tr,, . . , 11, _, ). For any (‘IX,4 morphism 
11: (AU, d) + (A.d) WC c;Ln form the pushout CfXA: 
(A 63 A W, d) = A @,,JAfJ @ A W); 
to avoid ambiguity we may denote this by (A &JPA W. d). When A = k this is the quotient 
model (AU’. J) = A Vf U ’ AC’. 
We can now describe the steps in the proof of Theorem E. By a deriwtion, 0. in a DGA 
we mean a linear map such that &I = ( - I)‘“’ dU and O(uh) = t7u.h + ( - I)t”tt”t a.Uh. 
Srep I. Suppose p: (AU, d) 4 (AZ, 0) is any CDGA morphism. Then there is a derivation, 
0, in (A: 0, A W, d) such that 19: = I. 
Srrp 2. Suppose p, n arc as in Step I. Then if deg z is odd, or if deg : is even and char 
L = 0. there is a CDGA isomorphism 
(A: @,,A B’, cl) z (A:, 0) 0 (A If’, 6). 
which is the identity on :. 
Pror,j When char h = 0 it is easy to see this as an algebraic transcription of a result of 
Oprca [ 12; Theorem I’]. A direct algebraic proof is given in [9; Lemma l.l]. which also 
applies when dcg z is odd and Db hits arbitrary characteristic. 8 
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With the aid of Step 2 we deduce the next two steps whose proofs are respectively in &t 
and $5. 
Step 3. H(h U’, 6) is finite dimensional, and the formal dimensions n, and ny for H(A W, 
6) and H(AV, d) are related by 
ny = n, + x( - I)‘“~‘+‘ luiJ + dim V’“‘“. 
Step 4. If char gb = 0 then H(AV, d) is finite dimensional and its formal dimension nv is 
given by 
“c = ;( - 1) JutI+ 1 lu,l + dim Lie”‘“. 
Srep 5. Proof of Theorem E: Indeed Steps 3 and 4 and hypothesis (2.2) give 
/>I-k>n,=n,.+n,>n,. 
Thus H’(A W, a) = 0. i 2 1. But W = Wt’ and so H(A W, 6) = k. whence W = 0; i.e. Vi = 0. 
i 2 1, as desired. 8 
53. PROOF OF STEP I 
WC continue to USC the notation of $2 and put m = (21. To begin, recall that with (AU, d) 
is associated the triple (AU @C?. d, q) where: 
(i) 0’ = Vltm and corresponding elcmcnts arc danotcd by ii +-+ u; 
(ii) AU @ V is a AV-bimodulc via 
@.(yI@ti)=@ A Y@ti and (‘u@ti).@=(- l)““@‘Y A @@ii; 
(iii) 9: AU -+ AU 8 0 is the derivation defined by 
qu=l@ti and ~(0 A \y)=‘l~.Y++(-l)“~‘~Q,~q\Y; 
(iv)d:AU@V+AhU@Visdefined by 
d(0 @ 6) = dQ, 8 ii + ( - l)“‘+“@rI(du). 
One checks easily first that qd = ( - l)“dq and then that d2 = 0, so that (AV @ 0, d) is 
a (AU, d)-bimodule. 
In particular we can construct the (AV, d)-bimodule 
(Al’@ 0, d) = Ai’@ ,,“(AV @ 0). 
LEMMA 3.1. TI extends to a derication flfiom (AV, d) to (Al’@ 0, d). 
Proof: A finite filtration of the complex (AV@ u, a) is provided by the subspaces 
AV@(U,, . . . , I$), and the E,-term of the resulting spectral sequence is just H(A V) @ r?. It 
follows from (2.2) that 
Hj(AV@C?,d)=O, j>l-m. (3.2) 
Choose a basis w,. wl, . . . of Wsuchthatdwi E AV@A(w,, . . . ,wi_,).Wedefinerjon 
the wi by induction. Indeed suppose that rfw, is defined for j < i so that fld = ( - 1)“dif. Then 
ddw, is a cycle in A V @ 8. Since W begins in degree I, 
deg(rjdw,) = - m+ 1 +degw,rI+ I -mm. 
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Thus by (3.2). edwi = du, some w E AL.@ c, and we can extend ij by setting 
,ini = ( - l)“O. 
l 
On the other hand. we are given the homomorphism P:(~IL’. d) + (AZ. 0) and we can 
equip (A:, 0) with the derivation 5 defined by t(z) = 1. Define n:AU @ t? +A: by 
n(@ @ U) = p(m) A <p(u). A direct calculation shows that 
7TpJ.R.Y) =po A nR A pY, 0. Y E AU; 
n1q=(zp; (3.3) 
wd=O. 
Finally, recall that (A: @,ACi; d) = (ACw@,,tVA:, d) so that in particular we have 
ic = id@n:(A2’@,,JAU@ U). d)-+(Ar’@,,t,A:. d). 
A straightforward calculation using (3.3) shows that a derivation, 0. in (AI’@,,.A:, d) is 
given by 
O(@ @ x) = (12 fi@, A x + ( - Ip*’ 0 @ CT, @EAV,~EA:. 
Since tk = c*: = I. Step 1 is complete. m 
o(. PROOF OF STEP 3 
The conclusion of Step 3 depends upon the following observation. Suppose given a Sul- 
livan model satisfying (I. 1) and of the form (Au @ AZ, d) whcrc 14 has odtl dcgrec and drr = 0. 
Dividing by u yields a quotient model (AZ. 6) and then d is given by 
d( I a(D) = I @I JD + u @I [CD, 
with [ a derivation in (AZ. d). Moreover Z has a basis c,. :2, . . with izi, &, E A(:,. . . . , 
=, - , ). 
Now write i as the sum of its lir~~ur pcrrt {’ and its drcompc~.strhl~~ pclrr i”: these arc the 
derivations of AZ dcfincd by < = <’ + i” and: 
<‘:Z-+Z and ;“:Z-+(AZ)‘.(AZ)‘. 
It is easy to set that 2 is a direct sum of subspaccs Z(r). finite or infinite dimensional. with 
each Z(r) having a basis of the form )21,~, H’, , * . . with i’w, = \vi _ I and <‘H’~ = 0. 
In particular it is clear that the following conditions are equivalent: 
1 
(i) Z is a direct sum of finite dimensional, [‘-invariant subspaces. 
(ii) No Z(r) is infinite dimensional. 
(4.1) 
When these conditions hold we say <’ is saonyfy locallgjinire. The observation we need is 
PROPOSITION 4.2. [3; Theorem 10.4 (ii) and (iii)] W’irh the hpporhrxs a/we suppose 
H(Au @I AZ) is finite dimensional und [’ is strongly locally finite. Then H(AZ. a) is finite 
dinwnsionul, and the formal dimensions are related by 
fd H(Au @ AZ, d) = )ul +fd H(AZ. d). 
ProoJ It follows from (4.1) that for any p 2 I there exists an r 2 p and a decomposition 
Z = Z’ @ Z” of Z into i’-invariant subspaces such that Z sp c Z’ c Z i;‘. Now the proofof 
Thcorcm 10.4 in [3; p. 333 applies verbatim to give the result. = 
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Proof of Step 3. Recall the basis u,, . . . , u, of U: dividing by u,, . . . , ui-, gives 
a quotient model AI*(i) = (‘Vu,, . . . , u,) @ AW’, 6) and we show by induction that 
H(Al(i). 6) is finite dimensional and that the formal dimension is 
nF - C( - I)l”ll+r lujl - # { jl j < i and lujl is even:. 
jit 
This of course gives Step 3 with j = r + 1. 
Suppose now our result holds for some i. We distinguish two cases. 
Curse 1. luil is even. Here H(A L’(i + 1). 6) z H(A C’(i) @ ;Zy. D) where Dy = ui and _r has 
odd degree [nil - 1. In this case our result for i + I is exactly [3; Lemma IO.21 where. again. 
the characteristic of 06 is irrelevant. 
Case !I. (r1,1 is odd. Denote the differentials in A I’(i), A I -(i + I) by J and by tl As above 
we have 
We have only to show i’ is strongly locally finite; then our result for i + 1 will follow from 
Proposition 4.2. 
Since Ui has odd degree WC can dcline (AU, d) -+ (Au,, 0) by II, I+ 14~ and 11~ -+ 0, j # i. 
This leads to the quotient model (An, Q AtI’, tl) = ((AU,) @,,r.AI’, [I) and by Step 2, 
(Aui 0 A I+‘, d) r (AU,. 0) @ (AU: 2). 
On the other hand. (AU, @ AN’, d) can bc obtained by dividing A I’(i) by II, +, , . . . , 14,. 
Thus dividing by this idcal reduces [ to zero. and so in particular Im;’ c (ui, ,, . . . , u,). It 
follows that (i’)’ = 0 and i’ is strongly locally finite. n 
We shall rely on 
f’HOIY~SITION 5. I. Supposc~ (AZ, d) is u Sullkun modrl, sari.s[ving ( 1. I ). ud d~$rd owr un 
ulychruicwllp clowd field k. Assume Z is jinite dimrnsionol. 7Iwn H(A%, d) isjirrirp dimcnsionul 
if‘und only ij’rhe oniy morphism 
p :(AZ, J) 4 (AcJ. 0). (~1 = 2, 
is rltr lriritrl one. 
LEMMA 5.2. Lrr (AZ. d ) he uny Sulliwn model sutisfying ( 1. I ) (orer un.tvfi4d). Ij‘lf (AZ, d is 
finirr dimrnsiontrl rhrn rht onlg morphism 
p:(AZ, d) -+ (Au, 0). Ial = 2 
is thr rririul enc. 
Proo/of 5.2: We need to show p(Z) = 0. Suppose we know p(Z <‘) = 0. If i is odd then 
l)(Z’) = 0 for degree reasons. If i is even consider the induced morphism from (AZt’, 
6) = AZ;‘Z”.AZ; 
7,:(AZ r ‘: J) -* (Au. 0). 
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By (1.1). each z E Z’ is a &cycle. Thus according to [7] in characteristic zero and [I] in 
general. for each z E Z’ some power zk is a d-boundary. Hence j(?) = 0 and so 
p: = 6: = 0. 8 
Proo/of 5.1: One direction is established by (5.2). Assume then that H(AZ. d) is infinite 
dimensional: we shall construct a non-trivial p: (AZ, d) --* (Au, 0). Choose bases x,, . . . . xp 
of ZO““ and y,. . . . , yp of Z”“” and define f,, . . . , f, E AZ”“” by the condition 
dx, - /; E Zodd. AZ. 
A new Sullivan model (AZ. d,,) is defined by d,.r, = j;, d,yj = 0 and in [6] there is 
constructed a spectral sequence converging from H(AZ. d,) to H(AZ. d). Thus H(AZ, d,) is 
infinite dimensional. 
But DG.4.s of the form (AZ, d,) were the original Koszul complexes introduced in [IO] 
and their homology is a finitely generated module over (AZ”““)/l, I the ideal generated by 
/;, . . ,/,. In our case this implies that (AZ “““)/I is infinite dimensional. 
Consider the polynomial algebra k[a,. . . * . a,] ( = A(a,, . . . , a,)) in variables ai of 
degree 2 and identify yi = a!#, ),v,) = 2k,. Then 
k[a,. . . . , tr,] = AI &I A(y,, . . . , ?;) 
as A(y,, . . . , ,r,)-modules and so 
Ila[a,, . . . . u,]/(./;. . . . ,_/J z hf 63 A(_r,. . . . yJ,‘I 
is infinite dimensional. Since the /I are homopcncous polynomials in k[m,, . . . , uy] in the 
classical sense. the Hilbcrt Nullstcllansatz gives a homogeneous surjection 4 : 06 
[rr ,. . . . * uq] -, k[u] with SC/;) = 0, I 5 i 5 p. 
Restrict (b to a non-trivial homomorphism (A%“‘*” )/I + /\[I. Thrn. tklly, observe that 
(AZr”‘“)/l = (AZ)/J, where J is the ideal generated by Z”*” and Imd. Thus we may dcclarc 
0 to be the composite: 
(AZ, d) + (AZ/J. 0) + (Au, 0). m 
We come now to the proof of Step 4 for which, without loss of generality. we may 
assume k algebraically closed. If fl(AU. d) were infinite dimensional then Proposition 5.1 
would give a non-trivial morphism, p:(AU, d) -t (Aa 0) with jul = 2. This would then 
extend to p:(AV, d)+(Aa@,ACV, d). 
But by Step 2, (Au 6, A IV, d) E (Au. 0) @I (A W, 6) and so admits a retraction onto (A~J, 
0). Composing this with ,? would give a non-trivial morphism 
(A f’, d) -* (Aa, 0) 
In contradiction to Lemma 5.2. This contradiction implies that H(AU, d) is finite dimen- 
sional. The formula for its formal dimension n,, follows from Proposition 4.2. 
Thus the proof of Step 4, and with it the proof of Theorem E, arc complctc. 
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